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Brief summary of cell-production status

For the first time since I began giving target-cell production updates, I am guardedly op-
timistic, although we clearly have much work to do. As will be discussed more below, all three
targets that were fabricated using Mike Souza’s standard techniques, and that were filled with our
established protocols without incident, have undergone simulated beam tests that suggest perfor-
mance at (roughly) 64-83% of our desired figure of merit. The upper range of this performance
indicates a figure-of-merit twice as large as the targets run during the Transversity experiments.
Note that two of the above-mentioned three cells were subjected to excessive heating when “chas-
ing” the alkali mixture, making it reasonable to expect improved performance from subsequent
targets.

Having begun on an optimistic note, the target-cell inventory is still woefully small. Realis-
tically, only target-cell Fulla should be seriously considered for use. However, with both UVa and
William and Mary filling cells, a production rate as high as 3–4 cells per month is feasible. We
have also established a protocol for cell characterization that will accommodate a high production
rate.

Target-cell production to date

Seven target cells have been produced and tested since the fall of 2018, and some of their
properties are summarized in Table I that appears on the next page.

Three of the cells listed in the table, Fulla, Florence and Briana, were both fabricated using
Mike Souza’s established techniques, and were filled without any major adverse events. One
caveat is that the pumping chambers of both Fulla and Florence were subjected to excessive
heating when “chasing in” the alkali mixture.

Two cells, Noah and Elle, were filled with no obvious problems at the time of filling, but leaks
were discovered in the gas-handling systems subsequently. Both these cells had short lifetimes in
the range of 1–3 hours.

The cells Sandy-II and Phoenix were constructed using an alternative technique for the
fabrication of their transfer tubes. The alternative technique was meant to insure that the glass
for the transfer tubes was “re-sized” in a manner similar to what is used to construct the target
chambers. This variation in the fabricating technique was tried because the performance of Fulla,
Florence and Briana, while encouraging, was still below our design goals. It should be pointed
out that Mike Souza was dubious that the new technique was an actual improvement. While
Mike produced two beautiful cells, their lifetimes proved to be short.

Target-cell characterization

Several of the tests used to characterize the target cells involve monitoring the polarization
of the cell while polarizing the 3He using spin-exchange optical pumping (a “spin-up”), and
monitoring the polarization of the target cell at room temperature in the absence of laser light (a
“spin-down”). The polarization is typically monitored using the NMR technique of adiabatic fast
passage (AFP), which is calibrated using the EPR-based frequency-shift method. A separate set
of measurements is also performed that do not involve polarizing the 3He. These measurements
involve measuring the D1 an D2 absorption lines of both the rubidium (Rb) and the potassium
(K) within the cell, which yields a measure of both the total pressure as well as the ratio of
number density of K to Rb.



Spin-ups
The spin-ups can be used to perform what we refer to as “simulated beam tests”. Each time a

set of AFP measurements are made, there is a small loss of polarization. If the measurements are
made at regular intervals of time, the AFP losses represent an effective spin-relaxation mechanism.
As long as the AFP losses are well quantified, any given sampling rate corresponds to the spin-
relaxation rate that the target would experience with a particular beam current. For target cells
with the so-called Bastille-Day design, the spin-relaxation rate due to a 30µA beam is about
1/32 hrs. As long as the effective spin-relaxation rate is fairly close (say within less than a factor
of two) of this value, it is straightforward to make a good estimate of the polarization that the
cell would achieve at operating beam current. Furthermore, the performance of the cell can be
optimized by adjusting the oven temperature and the laser power.

Spin-downs
Spin-downs are used to determine what we refer to as the cold lifetime of the cell. Once po-

larized, a target cell is cooled to room temperature, and the polarization is allowed to decay while
being monitored using AFP. Since polarization losses are incurred with each AFP measurement,
they contribute to the measured lifetime. However, the time interval between measurements can
be varied, and the resulting spin-relaxation rates can be plotted as a function of sampling frequen-
cies; we typically measure the polarization once every 2, 4 and 8 hours. Such a plot is generally
linear (if everything is well behaved), and the intercept yields the true cold lifetime, free from the
effects of AFP losses, and the slope provides a measure of the AFP losses.

Results from our studies

We list in Table I the seven cells that have been made since the fall of 2018. We include the
fill date, the cold lifetime, the maximum polarization achieved, the estimated polarization in a
30µA beam, the so-called “X-factor” and various comments, some of which have already been
discussed above.

Table I: Target-cell production since the fall of 2018
name fill cold max pol. X-factor comments

date lifetime pol. at 30 µA

Fulla 9/07/2018 17.1 hrs 53% 49-50% 0.32 mod. overheating
of pumping chamber

Florence 9/28/2018 11 hrs 45% 44% 0.26 significant overheating
of pumping chamber

Noah 3/07/2019 short - - - leak discovered
following fill

Briana 3/27/2019 22.9 hrs 53% 47.8% 0.28 degraded after
illumination w 120 W

Elle 3/29/2019 short - - - leak discovered
following fill

Sandy-II 5/28/2019 short - - - Alternative fabrication
of transfer tubes

Phoenix 6/3/2019 short - - - Alternative fabrication
of transfer tubes

It is useful to consider the figure-of-merit for polarized targets, which, for fixed thickness, is
proportional the polarization squared times the incident beam current. We use as a reference the
figure-of-merit corresponding to a target cell that maintains 55% polarization in a 30µA beam.
Based on the simulated beam tests, the fraction of this figure-of-merit achieved by target-cells



Fulla, Briana and Florence were 79-83%, 76% and 64% respectively. The best cell, Fulla, achieved
a figure-of-merit roughly twice that for typical running during the Transversity experiments (55%
with 12µA). While we certainly want better performance, these results are encouraging given
that two of the three cells experienced overheating during the filling process.

Lessons learned

There are a number lessons that have come out of our work thus far that are worth noting.

* It is critical to drive convection in these cells when studying their dynamics. If left to diffusion,
the mixing times are so slow that lifetime measurements in one chamber can sometimes be
dominated by diffusion times from the other chamber when the effective lifetimes of the two
chambers are substantially different.

* Overheating the pumping chamber when chasing in the alkali appears to degrade the per-
formance of the target cells. Note that the cold lifetimes of Briana, Fulla and Florence are
22.9, 17.1 and 11 hours respectively. We do not believe that Briana was overheated, Fulla
was subjected to moderate overheating and Florence was subjected to the most overheating.
Hardly proof, but compelling.

* Unfortunately, our suspicion that high laser powers might degrade cell performance are sup-
ported by our experience with Briana. After being pumped several times with 93 W of laser
light and measuring a fully corrected lifetime of 22.3 hours, Briana was pumped with 120 W
and the lifetime degraded to 14 hours. The Bastille-Day-Design target cells were designed
for 120 W, so this may mean that the maximum polarizations are not as high as could be
the case (note that the original plan was to illuminate the cells from two directions to reduce
the maximum laser intensity at the glass walls). The degradation of Briana’s lifetime is why
we are sticking with the lower end of our polarization goals (55–60%) when calculating our
desired figure-of-merit.

* Adequate cleaning of the 3He is critical for achieving maximum lifetimes. While already
known as an important factor, this point was confirmed again when we filled three spheres,
using liquid helium for two of the fills, and only liquid nitrogen for another.

* We are very sensitive to the glass itself, and should listen to Mike! Our alternate technique
for making transfer tubes, despite being motivated by what I thought was a sound argument,
was a bust.

Comments and conclusions concerning the immediate future

While it has been a roller-coaster ride, we have a proof-of-principle for producing target cells
with reasonable, but below spec, performance. Given that 1) over heating was a problem for
some of the cells produced, and 2) every set of targets produced for polarized 3He experiments
has included a substantial fraction below our goals, there is good reason to believe that we can
produce some gems in the near future. If push came to shove, it is conceivable we could produce
14 cells between now an November 1st. Let’s hope it doesn’t come to that! For now, here are
some bullet points on our upcoming efforts:

* Having Mike Souza stick to the glass fabrication protocols that have produced the best
convection cells in recent years.

* Incrementally improve the 3He cleaning process.
* Keep production rates as high as is reasonably possible until we have a decent inventory.


